SECTIONS ACROSS THE SOUTH PLATTE RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES IN THE DENVER AREA, COLORADO

Scale 1:31,660

1 0 2 Miles

Explanation: a. very thin alluvium in present-day flood plains (shown by the line only); b. Platte Creek alluvium; c. colluvial deposits; d. gravel on rock-cut terrace; e. younger colluvial and alluvial deposits; f. or correlatives by y, z, q, Wisconsin gravel fill; s, Wisconsin alluvium; t, pre-Wisconsin alluvium gravel; u, rock-cut; v, Qfg, Pliocene or Pleistocene gravel deposits; Tkd, Denver formation. Some of these deposits are too thin to show graphically and are indicated by letter symbol. For full description of letter symbols, see plate 9.